# Division 2 - Singles

**Ellie Zimmermann (10) Notre Dame de la Baie Academy (23-0)**

1. **BYE**

2. **Claudia Deiana (11) Shorewood (12-9)**

3. **Marike VanRybroek (12) Edgewood of the Sacred Heart (17-9)**

4. **Jenna Zimmermann (11) Racine Saint Catherines (24-5)**

5. **Elizabeth Manlick (12) Columbus Catholic (18-3)**

6. **Michala Schramm (12) Whitewater (25-1)**

7. **Ali Pollack (9) University School of Milwaukee (30-2)**

8. **BYE**


10. **Audra Hoffmann (10) Kohler (16-9)**

11. **Maria Neff (11) Regis (26-4)**

12. **Annie McGraw (10) Big Foot/Williams Bay (18-11)**

13. **Emily Halvorsen (12) Roncalli (22-6)**

14. **Emily Chrobak (12) University School of Milwaukee (25-7)**

15. **Amy Sacia (11) Regis (25-2)**

16. **Victoria Nelsen (12) Shorewood (16-3)**

17. **Sara Murphy (12) Edgewood of the Sacred Heart (21-10)**

18. **Olivia Bretting (12) Ashland (18-6)**

19. **Elyse Gutschow (11) Kohler (20-6)**


21. **Sophie Main (12) The Prairie School (14-10)**

22. **Anna Ebensperger (12) Unity/Luck (14-9)**

23. **Michelle Sikes (10) Brookfield Academy (12-2)**


25. **Molly Stewart (10) Amery (19-5)**

26. **BYE**

27. **Maddy Ecker (12) University School of Milwaukee (25-4)**

---

**SEEDED PLAYERS**

1. Ellie Zimmermann, Notre Dame de la Baie Academy
2. Maddy Ecker, University School of Milwaukee
3. Grace Larain, Newman Catholic
4. Ali Pollack, University School of Milwaukee

The following are listed alphabetically by school:

- Sara Murphy, Edgewood of the Sacred Heart
- Jenna Zimmermann, Racine Saint Catherines
- Maria Neff, Regis
- Elizabeth Kuenzi, Roncalli

* Special Qualifiers

---

**Match times are approximate – players should report a minimum of 20 minutes prior to the listed time.**

---

Please notify the WIAA of any corrections by 10 a.m. Monday, Oct. 8. At dlepak@wiaawi.org